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POSSIBILITES OF IMAGE-EXPRESSING BY MIRRORS

Naomi /ksaku ra
Laboratory of Art and Design. ~nkyo University

Koshtgaya- dai. Saitama- ken

JAPAN 343

Mirrors are instruments to create symmetrical ahapes. A mirror is originally a tool
for mirorring a face or a figure of a person. However, today we use it in many form of
art and design. The~e works by mirrors give unic~e expressions to us. I~specially, because
of the various functions of a mirror and their wonderful visual effects of the image, many
artisLs are eager to use mirrors in their works. I believe the basic study creating by a
m~rror is very use.ful to art and design educatim. So, I would like to make the common
functions of mirror ~struments clear. By examining the resdlts in art and design, 1 have
come to see the fundamental and basic characteristics of mirrors.

Well, are there any revolutionally new tools with mirror functim in this high
technology age? ~hrough researching this problem, we can expand the category of mirrors.

The newly founded functims in the new tyoe of tools will enlarge the ~ssibilities of
expressions Ln art and design.
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a. plane surface mirrors (multiple uses)
By using them multiplty, plane .~Jrface mirrors ere:ate, vea3, interesting symmetric

shapes.
a-1 a V-type mirror comp3sitim (Fig.2)

a-2 a "-type mirror oo~tl3~ition (Fig.l)
a-3 a ~-tyl~e mirror com~itim

a-4 a ~rallel type mirror coml~sitioa (Fig.3)

a-5 a relief mirror coml~sition (Fig.4)

a-6 a pyramid mirror com~ositim (Fig.5)

a-7 a half-mirror

Fig,2 a V-l~,pe mirror composition

Fig.4-b-1 a colour board

FL~.4-b-2 transmitting a colour F~,4-a-5 a g~r’l appeared from many small mirrors
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b. creati~s by curved mirrors

b-1
b-2
b-3
b-4 a cme-surface mirror compesition(Fig.9)
b-5 a wave type mirror eompc~ition

b-6 another type of curved mirror coml~ositicn

b-7 an anamorph~sis

By using curved ~nirrors, we (~n have various ~rts
(dissymmetry)

an hside surface reflecti(~ of two cylinder mirrors (m parallel lines, s~e Fig.6)
an aJtside surface ref]ectim of a cyl~r mirror (on parallel lines, see. Fig.7)
a sphere-surface mirror oompositim (see Fig.8)

Fig.6 ms]de surface reflection of two cylinder mirrors

F~t’. ? outside surfaCe reflechm of a cylin~,r in,trot
I

F]8.8

Fig.S a dog appeared in a

a a~..re-surface mu*ror composih~n

F~.9 a white 8 ~|[)[)C~lred on many small black Fig.l 1 a backmirror of a car is t~msmitting shales
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d. c~clusi~-2: new types of mirrors ~ ~ hil~h-t~hnol~g~’ age
d-I televisions and video cameras (Fig.13)
d-2 hologram (Fig.14)

Fig.lO oom~osing sha~es
(a poster of a dlver
in a window of which
glass is reflecting
the surroundings J

Fig. 12 ~rtcr~astng s~apes (bilated-al symf~.try)

Fig.13 telev~si~os and vtdeo c~meras
make the same shape )nslantly

Fig.14 an im~p,e by bolos:ram
( comrxts~rkP, a
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